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Plumbers  BY DENNIS E. SHASHA Answer to Last
Month’s Puzzle
You can make the
shot by hitting the
ball east by northeast
(a slope of 1⁄2). The
ball will bank against
positions (3, 1⁄2) and
(2, 1) before gliding
into the pocket. This
is best seen by
looking at the figures
on the Web site.

Web Solution
For a peek at the
answer to this
month’s problem,
visit www.sciam.com

Confidential

The director of a government organization shares
confidences with nine advisers. To his dismay, how-
ever, some of his most intimate thoughts have late-
ly been appearing in newspapers the day after he re-
veals them. A common technique for discovering
leakers is to tell each suspect some unique piece of
information (a tidbit) and then see if it spreads. But
the director discovers that this approach will not be
good enough: news editors will print a story only if
at least three advisers attest to the tidbit. He is quite
sure there are no more than three leakers.

He has a dilemma. If he tells a tidbit to every-
one, it will certainly be reported, but he will not
have learned anything. If he tells a tidbit to one or
two people, it won’t be reported. He can choose a
different tidbit for each triplet of people, but nine
confidants can form 84 triplets—too many. He ar-
rives at the following strategy: he will tell a tidbit to
foursomes, one tidbit a day. Once a leak occurs, he
will narrow down the number of triplets that re-
main suspect. One of his goals is to provoke no
more than two leaks—one from a foursome and, at
most, one from a threesome. Another goal is to find

a sequence of foursomes such that he can guaran-
tee getting one of them to produce a leak and can
zero in on a leaking triplet using at most 25 tidbits.
Can you help him?

To warm up, suppose the director tells a tidbit
to advisers 1, 2, 3 and 4 the first day without a leak
and a second tidbit to advisers 2, 3, 4 and 5 the next
day with the same outcome. But his third tidbit,
told to advisers 1, 2, 4 and 5, reaches the papers.
Which triplets are suspect? Only two of the four
that could be formed from the third quartet: 1-2-5
and 1-4-5. If either of the other two triplets com-
prised the leakers, one of the first two tidbits would
have been leaked. Because the director knows he
has only three leakers, he needs to test just one of
the remaining two suspect triplets.

The director might be able to find the precise
triplet using far fewer tidbits if he sometimes spreads
tidbits to more than four people and is willing to tol-
erate more than two leaks. What do you think?

Dennis E. Shasha’s latest puzzle book is Dr. Ecco’s
Cyberpuzzles, published by W. W. Norton (2002).


